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On an Invariant Defined by Using
P(w)*(-) Theory
By

Nobuaki YAGITA*
Introduction
In this paper, we shall study stable homotopy invariants s(X)
which explain the complexity of the torsion of a finite complex X in
such a way that $(X)=0 if X is torsion free, and s(X)>0 otherwise.
As an example of such invariants, homdimBPifBP* (X) has been
studied by many authors. Especially, Johnson-Wilson [3] proved
that homdim^BPiC-JO^n iff BP<»>»(.X)c±BP<H>,(8)BP,(X) where
BP#

*( — ) is the bordism theory with the coefficient BP<7z>*— BP*

Moreover, Johnson-Wilson [4] defined another invariant t(X) as
follows: t(X)^n iff there is a jBP*-module isomorphism P(n)*(X)
~P(n)*®H*(X*, Zp) where P (»*(-) is the bordism theory with
the coefficient P(n) *~BP*/In = BP*/(p, vl9 ...,
i^).
This invariant ^(X) appears to have better properties and to be
more easily computable than homdim^p^BP* (X). In this paper, we
shall study it in comparison with homdim Bpj( BP J|c (X).
In § 1 we shall give the definition of t(X) and consider its geometric meaning. In § 2 we shall study the properties of £(X) in
connection with skeletons of X, the Spanier-Whitehead duality,
cohomolgy operations of H*(X;Zp), the BP^-module structure of
X;Zp), the smash product, and the cofibering.
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§ 1.

Definition

In this paper, we shall always assume that X, Y are finite complexes.
Let BP*( — ) be the Brown-Peterson homology theory at a prime
p^3 and denote its coefficient BP*~Z^\v^ . . .]. Let Sn=(p = ViQ,
Vil9 ... 5 Vin-d be a sequence of elements Vir By using manifolds
with singularities, we can construct the bordism theory BP (Sn) # ( — )
with the coefficient BPJ(Sn) [11].
Let P (»)*(-) be BP(p9 v19 . . . , v.-O^C-) [4]. By the Sullivan's
(Bockstein) exact sequence, it is easily proved [4] that the following (1) — (3) are equivalent.
(1)
P(n)*(X)~P(n)*®H*(X;Zp).
(2) P(»),(X) is P(»),-free.
(3) The natural homomorphism z: P(w)* (X) -> H#(X; Z^) is
epic.
Let k ( n } * ( — ) be the bordism theory with the coefficient k(n)*
~Zp[vn~]~BP#/(p,..., 0., . . . ) • Johnson-Wilson [4] proved also that
the following (4) — (6) are equivalent to (1) — (3).
(4) k (n) * (X) ~k (n) &H, (X ; Zp) .
(5) k ( n ) t ( X ) is *(n),-free.
(6) The natural homomorphism i : k (n) * (X) -*H* (X ; Zp) is epic.
Now we define t(X)^n iff (1) — (6) are satisfied. This is well
defined, since there is the tower of homology theories [4],

Geometrically, t(X)<^n means that all elements of H*(X;ZP) can
be represented by manifolds with singularities type In= (p, v1} . . . 3
^-O [11]. Let S=(p, Vil9 Vi2} . . .) be an infinite sequence and let
Sn= (P, . . . 5 ^»-i)« We can analogously define an invariant ts( — ),
i.e., *s(^)^ra iff BP(5.)*(X)=BP(5.)*(g)H*(X; Z,). However, from
the following fact, ts(X) depends on t ( X ) .
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Theorem 1. Let S= (p, vl9 . . . , t>,M_i, u.-., . . .) and
is+l. If n^m, then, ts(X)<,n iff
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Proof. If t(X) ^m then it is clear that t s ( X ) ^n by the Sullivan's
exact sequence. Let BP(5.)* (X) ~BP*/(Sn}®H*(X; Zp}.
Then,
since 5BC (£, . . . , vm-ly vm+l, . . .) = ( p, . . . , t)m> . . .) ? we have an isomorphism k(m}*(X)~k(m)*®H*(X-,
Zp). Hence from (4) we have
proved t(X) ^m.
§ 28

Properties of t(X).

Let X9 be a g-dimensional skeleton of X. When homdimBp*5P*(X)
^23 Johnson showed [2] that homdimBF,jBP*(X9) ^homdim BP|l BP*(X).
However in general case, it is unknown whether the inequality holds
or not. We can easily prove the following theorem by descending
induction on q.
Theorem 2.

t(Xq)^t(X)

and

t(X/Xq}^t(X).

It is known [3] that homdimBP,BP*(X) is not necessarily equal to
homdim BP ,BP*(X).
Theorem 3- Let DX be a Spanier- White head dual of X.
t(X)=t(DX), i.e., P(n)t(X)~P(n).®H*(X;
Zp) iff P(n)

Then

Proof. If t(X)^n, then by the definition, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence H*(X; P(ri) *)^>P(n) * (X) is trivial. Hence, by
Lemma 4. 2 in [1], we have
P(n) * (X) :±Hom,(ll). (P(n) * (X) , P(«) ,) .
Therefore P(ri)*(X) is P(^)*-free. The same argument for DX
shows that if P(w)*(X) is P(72)*-free then P ( n ) * ( X ) is P(w)«free.
We now consider the relation of t(X) to the action of cohomo-
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logy operations of H* ( — ; Zp}. Let Qt be the Milnor operation,
i. e., Qo is the Bockstein operation and Q, is defined by Q,--^*'
-&pi Qt^. Conner proved (see [3]) that if Q{I. . .Qtx^0 for some
element x^H*(X; Zp} then homdimBP<,£P*(X)>?2.
Theorem 4.
3=0 then t(
Proof,

// there is an element x^H*(X; Zp) such that Qnx

Consider the Sullivan's exact sequence

By [11], id=Qn, and since zd(.r)^0, i is not epic. Hence from (6)
of the definition, we have
Remark. The geometrical meaning of Theorem 4 is as follows.
First, note that we shall consider in the homology theory taking the
Spanier-Whitehead duality. Let x=[A5 /], where [A, /] is a manifold with singularities type (p, v19 vz, . . .) in X. By [11], Qn[-4, /]
= [A(n + l ) , / ( w + l ) ] where [A (n + 1), /(w+1)] is the normal factor
of (n+l)-th boundary, i. e., dn+lA~vn x A(n+ 1) (for details see
[11], [9]). Since [4(w + l), /(w + l)]^0, [A/] has the singularity
type fw. Therefore [^4, /] is not representable by a manifold with
singularities type I n = ( / > , . . . , tf«-i). Hence
Examples 1.
(1) Let L2m+1(p) be a 27W+1 dimensional p-Lens space. Let pj
1
. It is well known [7] that for Q^i^m, H2i (L2m^ (p) ; Zp)
~H2i+1(L2m+1(p) ; ZJczZ,, and generators are /3£ and a^1' satisfying
Qia = ftpi. Hence from Theorem 4, we have t(L2m+1(p))^>j,
It is
2m+1
+1
also well known that BP* (L (p)) -5P*M/([>], ^- ) where [p]
is the ^-product of the formal group law of .BP*. By using the
Sullivan's exact sequence, we can prove that P(j+ 1)* (L2m+1 (/?)) —
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BP*/Ij+l(x@x*@. . .®x»®yi®y,. . .030 where Q0t = x'.
have t(L2m+l(p))=j+l.
(2)

Let V(n) be the finite

P(w+l)#.

complex such that

BP*(V(n))~

V(n) exists for the following cases: n = 0; n=l and^>^

3; n = 2 and £^5; n = 3 and p^7.
n+l [10].
(3)

Thus we

If 7(n) exists then t(V(n}} =

The converse of Theorem 4 is not true.

Indeed, when X=

S°U 2e\ we have Q, = 0 for all i, but *(X) = 1.
We next

consider the

relation of ^(^) to the BP*/p -module

structure of P(1),(X) =BP,(X; Z,). Let BP,/^DZ,[^, ^+1, . . .]
= P[AO*«

Then we can take N so large that P(1)*(X)

P[^*-module [5], [12]. And if P(1),(X)

is a free

is P[N],-free

then

[4], [12].

Theorem 5.

7 j f P ( l ) , ( X ) is a free P[N~\*-module then

N.
Proof.

Consider the Sullivan's exact sequence

Then ^-images of P[A^]* -module generators of P(1)*(X) are also
P[Ar]sic -module generators except the case of zero. Hence (co) ker vl
is also P[AT]*-free.

Thus P(2)*(X) is also P[N]*-free.

ing this argument, we see that
P(N)*(X)

P(N)*(X)

Continu-

is P [AT]* -free.

Since

is a P( AT)* -module, it is P( A^)* -free, hence the proof is

completed.
Example 2.

The converse of this theorem is not true.

If

by [8], there a r e a finite complex X and a map v{\ X-^Xsuch that
BP*(X)~BP*/(p,

vl) and (u|),=uj.

Since there is a map vl : X
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-»X such that (tO.=fi, if Y=X

UPCX then BP.(Y) -BPJ(p, tf,
*i°z

tfittf). Hence P(1)*(F) is not P[2]*-free. However, from the exact
sequence
OX)

here (t;1z;|)*=0 in P(2)*(X), we can prove
The behavior of homdimsp, -BP* ( — ) with respect to the smash
product is somewhat complicated, in the following sense.
(1)

homdimBp» £P* (L2pj+l (/>)) = 1

and

homdimBP,BP*(L^+1(^) A-j-/actor*
--.
(2) There is a finite complex 7 such that BP»(7) ~
[10]. Then homdm^SP^CF)^ but homdimBp.BP, (5°UXA
= 1.
Theorem 6.

K-XA*7) =max(i(-X),

. Let t(Y)^t(X) and *(X)^n. Then P(n)*(X) is a free
PC^)*-module. The product of P(ri)*( — ) theory [9] induces the
following map
/i: P(n),(X) (X) P(n).(Y) -

>P(n)

PU),

By the exact functor theorem [12], P(n)*(X)

® P(w)*(~) and
?(»),
P(n) H: (XA — ) are homology theories with the same coefficient
P(ri)*(X). Hence //is an isomorphism. Therefore we have t(X/\Y)
= t(Y). This completes the proof.
Let SN— >X^>Y be a cofibering. Then Johnson-Wilson [3] questioned whether homdimBPs BP* (Y) ^homdimBPs BP* (X) + 1 holds or
not.
Example 3.
cofibering

Let X, Y be complexes defined by the following
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50,

Then BP*(Y) -Ideal (£, v1)~BP*ff@BP*T/pa

= v1T and

BP*(X)~

©BP*+i, so we have f ( X ) = f (5*0=0 but *(Y)=2.
Theorem 7. L^ 5N-^X->7 fee a cofibering.
+ m where m is the number of Zp-basis of H*(X\
Proof.

Then
Zp}.

Using the Spanier-Whitehead duality, we shall consider

in cohomology theories. Let t(X)^n.

Then we have the

exact

sequence

Let {<713 . . . , am] be a system of P(»*-basis of P(n)*(J9X) with
dim(7J-+l3 and let r be a P( 72)* -module generator of P(n)*(SM).
r=2]*^,- where * f .eP(w)*.
To prove the theorem, we may assume that t(DY)^n + m. By
induction on t for I<^^gm 3 we assume that
{

= 0 mod (vH9 . . . 5 v»+,_ 2 ) for l ^ z ^ ^ — L

Then, by the Cartan formula of ra) a^>Q in P(TZ)*( — ) theory
we have

[11],

Hence raki = Q mod(^ n3 . . . , ^ n + f _ 2 ).
From Proposition 2. 11 in [5], we have kt = 2vn+t^s or A mod(t> B?
. . . , vn+t^ where
Suppose kt = A=£Q mod(^ n , . . . 5 ^ n + f _ 2 ).

Then consider the exact

sequence of P(n + t)*( — ) theory
—

Since f*r is a P(w + 0"-module

generator

of

P(n + £)*(DX),
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:

(DY) is also P(w + *)*-free, and so t(Y)^n + t. This contradicts to the first assumption t(Y)^n + m. Hence kt = 0 mod (vn,. . .,
v«+,-i).

Therefore we have k{ = 0 modC^ n3 • • • 5 v»+»-i) for 1^^ =

Consider the exact sequence of P(n + m ) * ( —) theory
0*(DY>

Since /*r=2 Vi = 0 in P(n + m)*(ZXX), P(n + m)*(jDF)
*-free.

is also

This completes the proof.

Examples 4,
(1)

When X is a 2-cell complex, we have

or BPt/2p\ Hence *(X)^1.
(2) When X is a 3-cell complex, we have BP*(X) ~BP*@
BP*/lps, BP*@BP*@BP+, or BP*a®BP*T/p*(j = vr1T. Therefore ^(X) ^2.
(3)
-

When X is a 4-cell complex, consider a cofibering SN—y-*Y

>X where Y is a 3-cell complex.

If BP*(Y) ~BP*@BP*@BP*

then from Theorem 7, J(-X) ^3. Otherwise, let 5P*-module generators
of JBP*(DF), BP*(DSN) be aw <72, r where dim^^dim^.
AieTj + ^aaa.

Let /*r =

Then take the operation ra for |a| >0,

0- r.(/* (r)) - (rA)^+

S

«= ai +« 2 , Uii>o

r.^- r.^4- (r.*a)^a.

From (2), rakl = 0 mod p, hence ^ = 0 mod(/>, ^) or k^Zp9 so we
have rak2 = Q mod(p) vj.

Hence, if t(X)^3,

k2 = 0 mod (p, 7715 z> 2 ).

Therefore, if ^(Z) ^3, /" = 0 in P(3)*(DF). Thus we have
Question 1. If X is an n-cell complex,
It is clear that P(n)*(X)

is not necessarily decided by the 5P*-

module structure of BP*(X), in fact BP* (F(l) 2 ^ 1 ) -BPt/I^BP^^
^

but

P(n) + (V(\Y*-l)*P(n) + (V(\)\/S**-^

Question 2. Is t ( X ) decided by

for

the BP ^-module structure of
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